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When we treat the most common daily ailments with conventional medicines, together with the
active ingredients that treat the symptom we put in our body also chemical agents that almost
always have negative side effects.So, while on the one hand we cure ourselves, on the other
hand we create new problems to our body, for which we will have to take other medicines, and
so on in a cycle that seems endless.Our culture seems to have accepted all of this as a
necessary evil, but does it have to be that way?Well, no, it doesn't. Please keep reading and
you'll find out why.There are two main reasons why potentially toxic chemicals are found in
everyday industrial medicines: First, it is an industry, indeed, and chemicals are the most
convenient and economical way (for them, of course) to produce remedies on a large scale.
Second, it is an industry, again, and it is a multi-billion dollar industry. How could they make all
that money on people's health by selling you herbs that you could get for a few dollars, if not for
free?In Herbal Apothecary, Louise Moonshine Smith has collected the most effective and
easiest-to-find herbs for treating common everyday ailments. For treating symptoms, of course,
but also for prevention and general maintenance of a healthy lifestyle.Yeah, prevention, because
while it rightly tells you that prevention is more important than cure, conventional medicine
almost exclusively sells cure.Why is this? Simple, because there is no money to make with
prevention.In Herbal Apothecary you will find80+ herbs to naturally and safely treat the most
common ailments of everyday life (from PMS to insomnia, from fever to acne, dozens of ailments
that people normally cure chemically)Which plants and herbs can help you reduce inflammation
and boost your immune system (so you have fewer and fewer symptoms to treat)3 detailed,
easy-to-read indexes so you can effortlessly find what you need, without frantically flipping
between pages. (immediately find what you're looking for through an index by disease, an index
by medicinal property, and an index by herb)So, buy herbal apothecary now, and get rid of all the
toxic drugs in your cabinet to make room for plants and herbs that will be your health companion
from now on.
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J. Mielke, “Learn to heal the natural way. I have been interested in homeopathic medicine for a
while now. This book was nicely written. The various plants and herbs are categorized
alphabetically. So, for example, I have a chokecherry tree in my yard. I can thumb to that section
and see that the cherries can be brewed into a tea to treat respiratory issues. Everything is
explained in clear terms and in a good amount of detail.  I am very happy I have this book.”

Amanda Lynn, “Using herbs for healing. This is a great resource for anyone who is wanting to
use herbs for their medicine. I love being able to use natural items for ailments. By using herbs I
can avoid interactions and side effects of whatever I can get over the counter. Imagine being
able to make your own teas and tinctures to help heal yourself.”

Riley, “Herbal Apothecary.. This step-by-step guide will teach you to become a herbalist. If you
want to do away with modern medicine, this gets this book; you won't be sorry. A well-written
book, and glad I found it.”

A D, “Start your herbal apothecary. If you want to learn how to be a herbalist and create your own
apothecary this book is information on the origins of medicine. They speak on over 80 hers that
help cure people . Read and find your cure.”

The book by Pati Bielak-Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 26 people have provided feedback.
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